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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, AUGUST 4, 1910
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Has Headquarters at Alamo-gordand Is Capitalized
at $600,000
FAILED TO REACH

o
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Charred Remains of Bones Accuses Republican National Armed Encounter at Barce- - Survival of Medieval
dure Will Prevent
lona Followed by Charge
of Kendall Family Are
Committeeman of OfferDiscovered

ing Him Bribe

JAPANESE BOY IS SUSPECTED

II

UP GUSH

Fate in Balance at the
Primaries

De-

served Punishment

of Police

HIGHER

Proce- - Governor Patterson's Political

MLHIIFHDEIED independehceIf

judiciary

Enacted Blind Senator Was to Receive Preparations for Hostile Demon- - No Evidence That Miss Leneve Accusation That Chief ExecuGovernor Mills Spent Warm Day Gruesome Tragedy
Had Married the
tive Sought to
on Ranch Near Santa
stration Continue Despite
in Albuquerque Railroad
$25,000 in $30,000
Dentist.
Court.
Deal.
Land
Rosa.
Prohibition.
Yards.
Co-er-

ce

4. Superintendent
4.
London, Aug.
Naslivi'le, Twin., Aug.
Santa Rosa, Calif., Aug. 4. Sono-- j
Today
Hareolona, Aug. 4. A collision in
Muskogee, Okla., Aug. 4. Carrying
ma county officials believe that a Jap-- ; out his purpose to disclose all he knew which weapons were used, took place Freest of Scotland Yard, again today the selection of candidates for the suanese boy Henry Yamagachi, for concerning the alleged offer of a bribe
gave his personal assurances that not preme court, the court of civil appeals,
On t he streets today, between the Car-lia single word had been received from chancery and circuit judge and attorwhom a vigorous search is being of $25,000 for which he said he was
Don
the
of
adherents
Spanto
Jaime,
a
to
Indian
land
can
the
$30,000,000
furnish
promote
mys
the
Inspector Dew, that Crippen had con- ney general and four Congressmen,
key
made,
ish pretender, and the Republicans. fessed. He added that if a confession takes place. Overshadowing interest,
terious triple murder on a lonely: deal, United States Senator Gore
near here, the element of which day, told a special House investigating One Republican was wounded with a had been made he certainly would however, centers in the bearing of the
in certain respects the grue- - committee the time and place at which knife. The police charged the fight- have been informed. He said this result on the political fortunes of GovMountainparallels
in
himself
hoping to find
some
tragedy of the Gunness farm in the alleged bribe was offered.
morning that an exhaustive official in- ernor Patterson, who is a nominee for
ing crowds and dispersed them.
air by morning. But when the porter
The crime was revealed yes-- ; tor Gore named Jason Hamon,
had failed to produce any a third term. A supreme court, free
vestigation
in
himself
found
Clash is Imminent.
called, the governor
1
mer
committee-national
the
officers
when
Republican
a marriage between Crip- from the domination of the governor,
investigating
the Albuquerque yards of the Santa
Madrid, Aug. 4. Renewed and evidencQof
This
man from Oklahoma, as the man who1
a
of
family
Miss
Leneve. The police are is the prime issue involved.
and
mysterious
pen
disappearance
at
Barr
Fe railroad. A freight wreck
formal prohibition of the proposed
of-o- f
the
celebrated
out
of
bribe.
offered
grows
The
was
the
bones
bribe
Cooper
charred
of
discovered
the
a
Leneve
Miss
will
three,
make
at hoping that
had tied up all south bound trains at
Enoch Kendall, his wife and Thorn- - fered at Washington May Cth the sen-a- s manifestation of the clerical forces
witness for the crown, but if it is trial, three of the judges of the pres"One hour for breaksummer
San
Albuquerque.
the
Sebastian,
capital,
Kendall, their son, in the yard of ator testified.
that she is the wife of Dr. Crip- ent supreme court having charged
next Sunday, was issued today by the proven
fast, sah,' said the porter at 7 a. m. their canon home north of Santa Rosa.
Patterson with attempted coercion
Sherman
she
Accused.
pen
may refuse absolutely to take in
But eight o'clock arrived and the train The
of the interior. The organminister
connection with that ease.
to
be
believed
is
boy
4.
Japanese
the stand against her husband.
Muskogee, Okla., Aug.
in
their
still seemed glued fast to the tracks at the murderer
izers
nevertheless
persist
three.
of all
YamagaDefense Makes First Move.
Sherman was namel by Senator
AN AVIATION MEET FOR
Albuquerque. Hour after hour passed cm
a caDin on uie rancn ami Gore as the man -- higher u.. in con. plans and as the Republican leaders
occupied
London,
Aug. 4. Solicitor Newton,
four
when
sun
at
and
demonin the sizzling
are arranging an
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.
is known to have had a violent quar- - nection with the
McMurray contracts, stration at San Sebastian the same who has been retained to defend Dr.
o'clock in the afternoon train No. 10 rel with Thomas Kendall, and who is
made his first move today
jn Vjce President sherman.
pulled out, eight hours late, Governor said to have beaten and shot at the! Drags
prevails. The Crippen,
when he filed a formal application ask- Big Program Arranged in for Frontier
Muskogee, Aug. 4. Senator Gore day, great apprehension
Mills boarded it for the cooler clime of D0V- articles
Day and Carnival
Capital
declared when he frowned upon the clerical press today published
ing the 'authorities to permit an indeof Golden State.
Santa Fe, much to his regret, how
govthe
violence
extreme
of
Blood.
against
With
Stone Covered
said
the
Hamon
to
bits
examine
the
proffer,
bribery
pendent physician
An aviSacramento. Calif., Aug.
ever, and to the disappointment of the
Santa Rosa, Calif., Aug. 4 A few amount might be raised to $50,000. ernment. Troops are held in readiness of human flesh found in the Cippen
X. Hamilton
ation
with
meet
Charles
- -summer
at
enter
to
nothany
the
people of Mountainair.
that
capital
days ago neighbors noting
Hamon also told me that Senator
cellar. It is understood that Newton who
Territorial Funds.
recently flew from New York to
had been seen of the Kendalls for Charles Curtis of Kansas and Con- - moment.
ing
will contend that they cannot be idenand back, as the leadTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero more than a week, caned me atten gressman McGuire of Oklahoma were
Philadelphia
Butcher Weyler Makes a Threat.
tified as having belonged to the body ing
feature; the big frontier days
today received the following remit- tion of the authorities. Sheriff Smith interested in the McMurray contracts,"
Paris, Aug. 4. All danger of seri- of Belle Elmore.
show, with its wild horse riders
tances: From Sandoval county,
and two court officers visited the testified Senator Gore, "and while I ous disturbances in Catalonia appears
champion steer ropers and bucking
from Rio Arriba county,
ranch. In the ashes of the stove in am about it I might as well tell that to have been warded off, says a spe- COULD HAVE FOUND A
horse contests; the annual tournament
from Taos county, $245.12.
by
the kitchen, fragments of bones were he said an official higher up in the cial correspondent in Barcelona,
JOB IN SANTA FE. of the Pacific Association of the NaInstitutional Leases.
energetic
found. A trail of cinders led to the government was aiso interested in the Captain General We.ler's
tional Amateur Athletic Union, with
The secretary of the interior today yard. Following this, the searchers contracts." The Senator at first said precautionary measures and his
Swedish Girl Attempts Suicide Be- probably 200 athletes competing
for
KrR.
P.
notified Land Commissioner
decision of character.
came upon an ash pile containing a that he was reluctant to name the
cause She Could Not Find
not
and
track
but
- ,
last
least,
honors;
instloutmoment
has
a
"The
man
vien that he
mentioned higher up, but being
approved eight
revolutionary
number of juman bones, and
the magnificent fireworks display by
tutional leases amounting to a total of several blackened pieces of jewelry pressed by Congressman Burke, the break in Barcelona compels me as
the Pain Pyrotechnic Co., the big
suto
assume
the
acres.
25,000
Colorado Springs, Aug. 4. Lying program for the fiesta of the Dawn of
which were identified as- belonging to chairman of the committee, declared captain general
Poll Books Sent Out.
A heavy stone covered Hamon had used the name of Vice preme command," General Weyler is prostrate on the steps of the Swedish Gold is at last
tne Kendalls.
complete in all its
.
,
., . ,
,
credited with saying. "I want tflie rev- Baptist church, a young Swedish girl,
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
de th fence President Sherman.
essential
details.
"When he named the person higher olutionists to know they must prepare giving the name of Otilla Johnson,
today sent out the poll books for the Th& ranch was owned by Mrs. Mar- Thousands will journey to Sacra"wife
election on septemDer o.
a
of
I held up my hands in astonish- for a merciless fight. There will be was found by passersby and when tak- mento to see Hamilton fly and they
the
promiup,
garet Starbuck,
nor wounded. The en to police
Incorporations.
headquarters told a will be well repaid for their trouble.
nent Oakland architect.
Frequent ment," continued Senator Gore, and neither prisoners
The DeMier Copper Company of quarrels between the Kendalls and said; "Is it possible that a person so hospitals will become useless and the strange story of how she had haunt i ne contract tor his
appearance was
to be enlarged." ed the foothills in the
Alamogordo, Otero county, today filed Mrs. Starbuck occurred, and Mrs. high in the United States government cemeteries will have
vicinity of the ciostHj alter extended
negotiations
the
time
he
same
assured
of
At
the
office
i
ior me last lvvu followill" Curtiss' telegram announc- incorporation papers in the
e' ut u ui uie vruus
Starbuck several times had gone into could lay himself open to such imputa- - strikers and
that
workingmen
they
on
and
weeks
lived
berries
and
Territorial Secretary. Nathan Jaffa. court over such matters.
twigs ing that he would be unable to keep
ition?"
Well," replied Hamon, this
to fear while re- of trees.
The capitalization is 600,000, divided
is lots of money, you see." The bribery would have nothing
his engagement. Curtiss is known the
with
in
their disputes
"I went there to die," said the world over and has a
into 500,000 shares. The company be- BLOODLESS SURGERY AT
offer Senator Gore explained follow- - maining orderly
reputation sectheir employers.
girl. "I was out of work and had no ond to none as an aviator, but Hamil- OSTEOPATHIC CONVENTION, ed his opposition to the approval by
gins operations with $2,000 paid up
difriends. I despaired of finding help,ton ,s concefled to be a more sensa
capital. The incorporators and
Congress of what are known as the
in this heartless country and felt that tional
rectors are : John R. DeMier, 1850 Lorenz Operation Performed Amidst McMurray contracts which affect the ENOUGH GERMS TO KILL
performer, and so rapidly has
O.
KANSAN.
EVERY
my time (had come."
50
OFF
D.
Year
shares;
he forged to the front during the last
McKinley,
shares; E.
tribes of
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Applause Upon an Eight
The girl showed the effect of ex few mont!hs that his services are in
G. Cady, 50 shares; W. W. Mann, 50
Old Boy at San Francisco.
Indians. By these contracts the senato the weather and was weak constant demand at all the
posure
40.
Thirteen
Topeka, Kan., Aug.
big meets
tor said, J. F. McMurray, attorney,
shares, all of Alamogordo.
San Francisco, Aug. 4. The four and his assistants, were to receive ten vials, containing
Armenian Priests at Capitol.
tuberculosis and from hunger. According to her story in the east. He has also been honTwo Armenian priests with yard teenth annual convention of the Amer- - per cent of the profits in the sale of dinhtheria germs, addressed to Dr, she had been employed as a domestic ored by being selected by the govern- a tamiiy, but was discnargea. l ne mpnt tQ make a geries Qf
experimen
long credentials called at the execu- ican Osteopathic Association, was in- 450,000 acres of coal and asphalt lands Sarah A. Greenfield, bacteriorologist hJ
to give
I
,
of
caDitol
a
the
a
x
with
shef declared, refused
demonstration
the
of
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fl, Ms for tQe war department .
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0ne of
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mails
Supreme Court '
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Vera Sternemann of
for the fiesta .spectators, was that the
only a brief session this forenoon and upon
flin, th vials, onen and maaeanaiipeall,tnem:
- 1e,;;:;
su"'llcu '""ucl1 """""'.fiesta committee should put up ?2,000
when
tomorrow
was
until
who
born with an acute
tUB
Oakland,
then adjourned
west
the
a
ln
in
annroval
part
alley
he case' andf
the to be awarded to
aviator breaking
n?tte'
a case of long standing on the dock-- dislocation of the hip.
containing gat,ing bemg
contracts wllh
the
by
bloodless
the
of
Solomon
demonstration
of
records. This money reward
plaintiS
The
Luna,
that
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ets,
the
J!
"
win unuouDieaiy attract oiner avia-tlon by saying that Congressman C. E. man, but was lost or stolen before he
ne
win
error,
to the fiesta and. soine interesting
tors
in
defendant
Company,
dis- - delivered it. The state Doard of health WILL GIVE CLOTHING TO
Republican .of the third
contests
may be expected.
daughter of
w
argued and submitted.
tho
vials
whore
0
v,.u
-,t1nQt.
-."-,
i
5,000 POOR CHILDREN
.r":
The Frontier Days show will divide
was witnessed by more than 500
Cases Nos. 1339 and 1340, from Ber
.
nalillo county, involving the election delegates to the" convention, seated piuueu m
the honors of the fiesta with Hamilmr. meager xoiq me m,
Charity to Be One of Features of In- - ton and will probably prove an even
for mayor at the last municipal elec- - m the ballroom of the St. Francis ho- - ery otter,
1
ne ai&v, win
dependence Celebration in Caption, were set tfhis morning for Aug- tel. Dr. Forbes' skill in the perform- saia tne senator.
greater attraction as it will bring a
"
ana
aneaa
maKe
ital of Mexico.
uiese
ance of the operation was applauded to go
ust 11.
large class of people to Sacramento
board of health thinks there will be
that
takes comparatively little inter- Case No. 1313, Macario Torres, ap- - by his audience. The condition of the and he would stana Dy, giving nis
no serious results, as the broken vials
Mexico City, Aug. 4. In addition to est in aeroplanes and Man Birds,
pellant, vs. The Board of County Com- - patient will be carefully watched and timony."
were found where the direct rays of their plan to give clothing to 5,000 Cowboy sports in which are exhibited
Ormsby McHarg is There.
missioners of Torrance county, ap- daily observations will be made by
4.
re-!
the sun shone on them.
Ormsby
Okla.,
Aug.
Muskogee,
poor children cf the public schools marvelous horsemanship and reckless
experts in order that a detailed
pellee, was argued and submitted.
are
12
witnesses
other
and
the
made
for
case
be
McHarg
of
the
may
port
during the centennial independence daring, uie an irresistible attraction
here to attend the hearing before the
celebration in Mexico next month the to the majority of people, whether
INJUNCTION AGAINST
study of osteopaths.
Dr. E. C. Rickler of Minneapolis, congressional committee investigating
ladies of the Society of the Protection they come from town or country. EvILLINOIS MINE WORKERS.
of School Children purposes several ery known form of cowboy sports will
president of the association, was in charges by Gore.
ses-- !
to
of
the
Curtis
in
Testify.
the
at
chair
the
Ready
Any
opening
From
Interfering
Restrained
permanent charities, such as the es- be depicted in the Frontier Days show
Aug. 4. Senator
sion.
Topeka, Kan.,
tablishment of restaurants for pupils by the greatest experts in the counManner With the Operations of
Chairman
A
BOY
to
Curtis
telegraphed
today
who are often compelled to attend try, and in addition to the exhibition
O'Gara
the
Company.
LARGE LAND OWNER IN
of the investigating committee
Burke
school
without sufficient nourishment, stunts there will be a large number
4.
111.,
Judge Wright
Danville,
Aug.
time
at
to
VALLEY
LUIS
DEAD,
IS
SAN
is
he
any
appear
that
toready
a
and
shop in which clothing for the of contests for big money purses
of the United States district court
which will bring contestants from all
lor
wil1 e made.
place.
ildren
restraining
Aunt Been Your
day ordered an injunction
Your
Had
Denies.
over the west.
4.
Curtis
P.
Senator
James
Colo.,
issued
circular
ladies
Alamosa,
have
Aug.
a
The
President Walker of the Illinois Mine
4. Senator
The Athletic tournament will open
of
First
Nation
Aug.
the
Kan.,
to
Norton,
capWould
Topeka,
merchants
the
the
What
of
the
Uncle
president
appealing
of
officials
Workers and other
fiesta and will last one, and posthe
member
and
of
of
al
emphatically
bank
today
Iowa,
Newell,
Kansas,
their
Curtis,
assistance.
ital for
state organization from interfering
Happened?
two, days. It is expected that
sibly
u
restaurant
'
"
or
The
"c
contemplates
mines
plan
with the operation of the
,
"7
between
twenty and thirty teams,
uuuwa.v
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ami
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i
to
food
wholesome
let"
children
all
c'uto
rvnoro Pnal rnmm In KfllinA coungiving
wiunnemmuimy
averaging ten men each and representtmItias I that city, died at the Alamosa hospl
teachers
their
certified
be
,m.
who
by
may
BY CANNON
amateur athletic ortal of Bright's disease, after an Illness
as being too poor to obtain enough to ing all the big
NATIVE SHEEP HERDER
for the Big Four railroad. The Wright of four
and Nevada,
California
62
in
old
was
He
ganizations
years
days.
eat otherwise. In the clothing shop
KILLED NEAR GRAND JUNCTION.
decision, it is said, may go far toward and leaves a wife, three sons and four
contest for the medals and tro
'will
to
persons will be employed
settling the differences between Pres- daughters, ,He was prominent in the
He Ha. No Comment to Make
phies. If a sanction can be obtained
.
Ilia IV t? gai wculs l.ui iuc littiO uucoi
''Aar Tho hru1
ident Lewis, president of the national
'Authorities
Ua
from the national officers in New
Investigating Whether
in
on
women
Victory
Some of the most influential
Insurgent
organization, and President Walker or
the tournament will be enShooting Was Committed By
Nofton
tQ NeeU for burial
in the capital are behind the move- York, to
Kansas.
Cattlemen or Accidental.
the Illinois body, which threatened to came to the San Luis valley three
take in the whole Pacific
ment to help the school children. They larged
coast.
result in a split of the United Mine years ago and purchased 12,000 acres
this is the noblest work
The trouble between the of land ten miles south of Alamosa.
Workers.
The fireworks display, which will be
Mackinac Island, Aug. 4. "I know insist that
Grand Junction, Colo., Aug. 4.- been
undertaken this centen- given every evening of the fiesta,
that
has
ol
over
ex-the
settlement
arose
i
officials
A month ago he opened a real estate Alsedolas Zerro, a sheep iherder em- - nothing of the Kansas primaries
nial year, and they are finding many will be the most magnificent and
the differences of the miners and oper office in this city.
j v... nd,,,, v,n,,.o mroa vuiori cent urthnt t aw in the naners. as I
among those who are able spectacular ever seen in the west, if
supporters
state
to
a
be
ators of this
boy
on Pinon mesa, in the disputed cattle am on my vacation trying
to give to aid the cause In which they not in the entire country. Two hunis
which
somersaults
and
double
south
throw
miles
and sheep territory, thirty
CHICAGO GETS $7,000,000 A
said are engaged.
dred men and women, including two
SELECTING JURY TO TRY
YEAR FROM THE SALOONS. of this city. Word of his death was not hard if you know how,"
score Indians, will participate in the
asked
when
and
Cannon
today,
S.
DEMOCRATIC LEADER.
Speaker
Laphan,
brought by James
opening tableau, representing an atinvesti- - his opinion on the insurgent victory TRIUMPH OF PRESIDENT
once
to
at
left
Coroner
Day
Chicago, Aug. 4. The number of sa
,s OVERWHELMING, tack by Indians on a mining camp
gate. Laphan declared the death was in Kansas. "You can easily prove by
Judge Kerston Reifuses to Quash In loons in Chicago, according to the lat- due to an accident and that the Mex- - any of the metropolitan papers," con- Mexico City, Aug. 4. Complete re- - and massacre of the inhabitants, foldictments Against Lee O'Neill
est census report received from Wash
lcan apparently lhad fallen on his rifle tinued tlhe speaker, "that I am in my turns of the recent presidential elec- lowed by the killing or capture of the
Brown Accused of Bribery.
ington yesterday, is gradually decreas-The set pieces
Aianhnrtrn
hilrthnnri. so I ought to be tion have been received at the depart Indians by soldiers.
u'MmHoif
second
allowed tn An nnvthine now I could ment of the interior and totals were and aerial fireworks will be beautiful
Chicago. 111., Aug. 4. Judge Kers- ing although the prospect is that it .? nrnra Aaa ,
i,nvir.
.
ton today refused to quash the Indict- - will be a good many years before the . waa
Thev are d0 in mv tender vears. I probably given out at the bureau of informa- - and brilliant beyond description and
atMp.mpn
clt500
to
one
saloon
the
ratio
of
O'Neill
Brown,
every
Lee
For General Diaz wonderfully fascinating.
ments aaginst
excited over the tragedy and fear fu- - will not say anything regarding the tion as follows:
Wrlth this program there can no
house leader, charged izens laid down in a city ordinance is ture results. This is the first death elections. It Is a case of had your for president, 18,829 electoral votes;
Democratic
,
To
election
distribution
for
attain
the
Madera
achieved.
that
for
votes
Francisco
for
would
ihave
iwith nurchasing
president, longer be any doubt of the success
the
outbreak between aunt been vour uncle what
of William Lorimer as senator. The the city must either lose 2,500 existing Coioraa0 cattlemen and Utah sheep- - happened? I am up here for a good 221 electoral votes; for Teodore Deh-- of the fiesta, which means the suctask of selecting a jury for the second saloons or gain 1,500,000 in popuia- - meil( ana the cattlemen insist Zerro time and prefer to let politics alone, esa, 5; for General nernarao neyes, cess of the state, fair, in conjunction
wiuh which the fiesta will be held.
3; for Jose Ives L.imantpur, 1
I just want to be a boy."
'tion.
idled at his own hand.
trial commenced today.
.

Governor's Day at the Mountainair,
Torrance county, Chautauqua, was celebrated yesterday without the presence of Governor Mills. And thereby
hangs a tale. Governor Mills had set
out for Mountainair on Tuesday evening. He went to sleep on his Pullman,
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THE DAILY

Wheat

Old

ROUND

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

UP.

MIDSUMMER.
Dappled and dimpled with clover and
daisies,
Slopes the broad meadowland down
from the ride
Down to the slow footed brook where
it lazes,
Under the willows and under the
bridge.

ImDerial

Jersey Cream
Pansy

d

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH
WE

f

Dreamy old maples their branches are
swaying.
Stirred by the breezes that, fitfully
flow.

Winter Grocery Co.
F:
Southeast

f

Ctrnr

Plaza, Santa

'For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
an injection of wanr water once every 24 hours
before I could have an action on my bowels.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a well
man. During the nine years before I used
Cascarets I suffered untold misery with internal
piles. Thanks to you, I am free from all that
this morning. You can use this in behalf of
suffering humanity. B. F. Fisher, Roanoke, 111.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gen-nin- e
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
930
cure or your money back.

One by one, placidly, thin clouds are
filing.
Mitsic-mabobolinks gladden
the
hours.
Slimmer, half drowsing, looks up to
n
God smiling,
Pleasant with odors and brilliant
with flowers.

Bobolink

Telephone

Deeji in the scented grass cattle are

No. 40
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FOR ONE WEEK

August 1st to August 6th
1)1

a
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m SEE

FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watebea, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

ft

JJEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF' WORK

IX OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

The S
Denver, Colo., Aug.
forecast is local thunder show- - X
t'i's tonight and Friday with X
X
stationary temperature.

j

j

Visit Nambe Falls The Christian
straying.
Daintily cropping the solemn sheep Brothers H'ft early this morning on
iheir annual visit to the Nambe falls.
go.
Fell Dead From Heart Failure
even
to
has
Time,
time,
forgotten
Isidro
Madrid, a young man aged 30
hurry.
Listless all earth lieth, languid, - years, fell dead at Las Vegas from
kcint failure.
swoon.
Fined for Assault Manuel Galle
Off with your troubles,
with
away
:;;? and Tomas Galiiulre were fined
your worry.
Summer's at flood; it is nature's 3." and costs at Las Vegas yesterday
lor striking Florencio Montoya.
fifth noon.
V
Died of Typhoid at Las Vegas
Iter G. Doty in the Columbian.
Pino Mares, aged 17, died at Las Venus of typhoid fever. He was a printer
Murderer Hanged at
Prescott
Frank Spence, convicted of the mur- employed by La Re vista Catolica.
der of Edgar Sullivan two years ago,
Marriage License Issued A marwas banged today at Prescott, Ariz. riage license was granted yesterday at
Will
Measure Las Vegas to Francisquita Martinez,
Forest Service
Streams The forest service will co- aged 17, and Mermin Salazar, aged
operate with" the hydrographic service i: both of Los Alamos.
Pius'
in taking measurements of all the
j"ope
Anniversary Today,
streams on forest reserves.
August 4th, is the eighth anniversary
Wedding at Albuquerque At Albu- of the election of Pope Pius X. to the
)
of whom
querque Tuesday evening, J. F. Math-is- , See of St. Peter,
a Santa Fe employe, and Miss lie is the two hundred and sixty-fourtLaura Durham of Marceline, Mo., successor.
Threw His Neck Out of Joint
were married by Rev. Hugh A. Cooper,
Juanito Silva, while playing ball at
of the Presbyterian church.
neck
Increasing Pay Roll at Albuquerque Las Vegas yesterday threw his
with
of
but
out,
replaced
help
joint
locomoon
The Santa Fe employes
tive repair work at Albuquerque have the joint. He is today suffering from
been put on a fifty hour a week sched- a stiff neck.
Carriage in Ditch Last evening
ule which will increase the monthly
10 o'clock, a hack went into one
about
will!
pay roll by $2,000. The change
of the ditches on East Palace avenue,
affect 300 men.
that is being dug for the laying of
Invited Woman to Take a Drink
Because they invited a woman pas- new water mains. Fortunately, no
one was injured.
senger on a Santa Fe train at AlbuDeed A deed was recordquerque to go with them and take a edWarranty
in
clerk's office today
the
probate
drink, two mashers were given $5 and from
and Mrs. Salomon Spitz to
costs by a Duke City justice of the the Mr.
First National bank for the 40 by
pence who at the same time imposed 83 foot lot
facing the plaza, the cona $15 fine and cost on two drunks.
sideration being $4,000.
Santa Fe Tied Up Santa Fe trains
Marriage License Beatuiz Domin-guefrom the south were seven hours late
aged 25, and Emilio Romero
yesterday in reaching Santa Fe. The
tie up was caused by the derailment nere
tiom are or xrucnas.
lociay.
of several cars of a freight train from There were eleven marriage licenses
San Marcial, the accident occurring issued in Santa Fe county
during July
near Barr station. Traffic on the line this year.
was tied up eighteen hours.
Just Like Switzerland A party of
Contract for School House Addition Santa Feans who have returned from
The board of education at Albuquer- an outing, report that the country
que has let a contract for an addition around Park View and from Chama
to the Fourth Ward school building to down to El Rito, where they have been
be finished in sixty days as the room visiting, is as fine looking, actually,
is reeded to accommodate the large as some parts of Switzerland.
Funeral of Miguel Baca The funpublic school attendance in the Duke
eral
of the late Miguel Baca was very
more
times
which
is
than
three
City
attended. Mass was celebrat
largely
that of Santa Fe.
ed at Guadalupe church. The Span- New Mexican an Inventor H. W.
Alliance attended the
Fuller, of Hachita, Grant county, has funeral. The pall bearers were: Al-- j
which he has bert
invented a
Garcia, Feliciano Sena, Facundo
patented. The device is operated by Ortiz, M. O. Martinez, V. Vigil, and
air or steam pressure, the piston be- Fred Alarid.
ing provided with a longitudinal pasPrize Fight at Clayton Louis Fink,
sage, for conducting the fluid to the a ring artist of Trinidad, defeated Joe
chest or cylinder in which the piston Sutton, a colored fighter, at Clayton!
reciprocates, such fluid acting upon last Saturday night in the ninth!
a movable chuck arranged in the other round of a scheduled fifteen round
end of the piston, whereby when sub- bout. Fink had the better of the ar- jected to pressure it fastens the drill, gument from start to finish. He
and when pressure is removed, the knocked the negro down once in the
drill is in turn released.
third round and twice in the ninth, j
Cleaning Up Las Vegas "Excellent Sutton, who Hves in Clayton, was sav-- ;
work in denuding the streets of weed.3 ed from a knockout when the crowd
is being done by the city's guests un rushed into the ring in the ninth. It
der the direction of Marshal Ben is said the referee counted him out
Coles. The men are all in from ten and then changed his decision to a
to fifteen days and Coles expects to foul. That, official was roundly criticized. Sutton claimed the championget a good deal of work out of them.
The weeds are disappearing rapidly ship of New Mexico.
under the manipulation of their shov(Continued on Page Eight.)
els and scythes. Weeds, in addition to
being unsightly, are breeders of disHow's This?
ease, and the city is lucky to get rid
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reof them so cheaply." Las Vegas ward for any case of Catarrh that
Optic.
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
Bids for Las Vegas Postoffice Site
Bids recently advertised for by the
WTe, the undersigned, have kuown F.
tieasury department for a site for the J. Cheney for the last 15 yeas and beproposed federal building to be erect- lieve liim perfectly honorable in all
ed in Las Vegas, and for the purchase business transactions and financially
of which Congress recently appropriat- able to carry out any obligations made
ed the sum of $15,000, were opened at by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Washington. There were but two bidWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
ders, as follows: J. B. Mackel, $14,-50Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internand David Winternitz, $15,000.
The award will not be made until a ally, acting directly upon the blood
special agent is sent to Las 'Vegas to and mucous nurfaces of the system.
investigate the sites offered, and if Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
neither prove satisfactory, both bids per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
will be fejected and new bids adver- Take Hall's Family Pills foi
i tised for.

.

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q
13

AO C. OANON
ROAD

9 pM.WMMUIUUUMIBU

ft

& RISING

MULLIGAN

i

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
daphonbht 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

125 PAAE

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Fkld Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

LEO

HSCH

Brain, Potatoes,

Salt and Sesfls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

ALL
MEXICAN HATS PRICES.
THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO

No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of

20 for $1.00
10 for $1.00
12 for $1.00
16 for $1.00
16 for $1.00

LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR c
MENS SUMMER PANTS

AT BIG

REDUCTION.

PONT MISS THIS OPPORTU NITY.

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

Plaza.

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES

WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR

GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
' ALWAYS
KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
n?rrrk r a xin
ITu. If it'8 Hardware UK JTarowar E C0.& We have it.
S

drill-chuc-

I

SOLE AGENTS

now
now
now
now
now

"
Calicoes"
BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES WAISTS
NOW 75c, $1.00 $1.25 $1.35 $1.65 $2.00
Ladies Skirts now $1.00 $1.35 $2.00. Ladies
Suits and Dresses must be Sold. Ladies and
Children Oxford Ties ALL GO AT COST.
Ladies Parasols at a Bargain
Summer Vests Good Quality 2 for 25c.
Summer Vests Better Quality 3 for 25c.
Long Sleeves or Half Sleeves VesisJGood Quality 20c
Manta

4

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

z,

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
PHONE
BLACK

"

Lienzo

for
for
for
for
for

14
6
10
14
14

h

MANUFACTURER

Cn;f7

Goods at a Big Sacrifice

(1903-1910-

Goods.

S
3.

Sim
Lawns ,were

a-

CALL

CLOmiiCTlE

SUMMER

WHOLESALE

oai

Wood

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

?lKZli.$7lt
85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

.

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Ho yon know whether
youhave an absolute title to the property which vou Jnow own?

Absracts of Title,

Furnished

by

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Catron Block

Santa

DIAMONDS

Fe, N, M

K

'f

jTfcl Blacfc 76

YONTZ

WATCHE5

MANUFACTURER OF

Rlht Prices

Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by Up
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

fllRHMHWMNHHMW

SANTA FE, N. M.

jI

mmmmmmmmmma

TABLE WATERS

Manitou Water and Imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice.

By the bottle or case

look's Ptoairmacy
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ACT QUICKLY.

IN NEW MEXICO'S
.

in Santa
Delay Has Been Dangerous

POLITICAL

Fe.

Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa

PASTURES

Pale-Face-

New Mexico Military Institute

Women

d

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point cf ths gouthwssV
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow complexions,
dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired, worn-o- ut
expressions, you need a tonic.
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
vitality to the worn-o- ut
womanly frame.
Cardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dangerous, or
drugs of any kind.
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.

The Republicans of Springer have
chosen Messrs. Mikesell and Parish to
represent them at the Colfax county
convention at Raton on Saturday.

mM

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In ihe Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offlcersnd Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light

Tonight a Republican rally will be
held at the city hall of Eat Las Vegas. The speakers will be Attorney
'e, N". M., says:
A. Spiess of Las Vegas, and
"I have had no severe return attack Charles
V. O. Soule of North
Da- Attorney
f kidney trouble since using Doankota.
Now
habit-formiidney Pills several years ago.
backfrom
suffered
I
have
then
id
Throughout Arizona young men in
:he but at such times Doan's Kidney
ills have given prompt and positive both the Republican and Democratic
acilief. For a long time I was made parties are forming clubs to take
- tive
elec
in
the
for
the
corned and modern Id all respects.
campaign
part
' iserable by attacks of kidney
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
aint and my back was often so lame tion of delegates to the constitution
convention.
G, Hamiltoa, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
and painful that I could scarcely do
no
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
anything. I did not sleep well and or
J 43
The Republicans of Precinct No. 20,
matter whether I were lying down
A Flnlay
evistanding up, the trouble was in an- Raton, have selected the following delFor particulars n3 Illustrated catalogue
egates to represent them at the Colfax
dence. The kidney secretions
address
"After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,"
their
noyed me both day and night by was county convention, August 6: A. R.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Mrs. Wm. Hilliard, of Mountainburg, Ark., "I took Carthere
writes
and
S.
O.
in
A.
Brown,
passage
Streicher,
Starub,
irregularity
sevSuperintendent.
After
on
and
it
the
of
them.
advice
me
a
in
so
much.
E.
friend,
Thomas
sediment
dui,
a heavy
helped
McBride, Elmer Studley,
I
"Before taking Cardui, I had suffered from female
eral remedies had failed to help me, C. Champion, James K. Hunt, William
and tihey
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
procured Doan's Kidney Pills made for Dliver, T. A. McAuliffe, T. B. Hart, C.
"I think there is some of tne best advice in your book
lived up to all the claims
A. Whited and L. S. Wilson.
I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try it
them. I never hesitate to say a good
that
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
The Republican party organization
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanoosa, Tenn.,
for Special Instructions, ana
opportunity occurs.
book, "Home Treatment for Women," sent free.
in Santa Fe county is harmonious. At
50
Price
For sale by all dealers.
the central committee meeting on
Buffalo,
Fnster-Milbur- n
Co.,
Tuesday evening, a spirit of fair play
New York, sole agents for the United prevailed. The primaries were called
States.
for Wednesday evening, August 17, at
cultivated and irrigated, is worth
Remember the name Doan's and 7:30 p. m., and the county convention APPLE CROP TO YIELD
YEARLY.
no
more than all the mines from Alaska
other.
$100,000,000
take
for August 20.
Precinct chairmen
TO
to Mexico and all the forests from the
In
were named for each precinct.
New
an
to
That
Publication.
Arctic
the
I'nited States boundary
Notice for
Example
Santa Fe, in Ward No. 1, Telesfor Ri- Northwest Sets
sea.
Mexico Wil Find Profitable to
Serial No. 0467, 013711.
vera will be president; in Ward No. 2,
Jemez Forest.
Follow Still Room for
in
District Attorney E. C. Abbott;
Not Coal Land.
"Regarding possible
Homeseekers.
B.
and
Interior,
of
the
Thomas
No.
Ward
in the northwest, I may say that the
3,
Catron,
Department
Wells Fargo
U S Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. in Ward No. 4, Colonel George W
demand is growing greater every day, Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
4.
"While
July 12, 1910. Prichard. These selections will assure
apples not only throughout America, but in
Chicago, III., Aug.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
at are not
Notice is hereby given that Juan good order and proper procedure
the principal product of Europe, Australia and the Orient. Alyet
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who, these meetings and no one will find
and the domestic
Oregon, Idaho and Mon- though population
on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910, anv excuse on that score for staying Washington,
demand for these fruits has increased Payable
tbe United States. Canada. Mexico
are familiar with the and
made homestead entries No. 0467 and away from these important meetings. tana, those who
exports
continually
augmented,
NE
an 3 a!l Foreign C matrieo.
It still looks as if the Democrats': unrivaled climatic, soil and other
No 013711, for SE 4 NW
strangely enough, the production of
in
4
field
not
a
in
ticket
the
NE
NE
put
S
NE 4 SW
diUong believe the time is near when the apple has steadily decreased. The
rivHTTANCSS SENT BY
this county, as they recognize that
Sec. 19, and W
NE
for 19uJ, reported to be
N 2 SE
will
crop
apple
states
tour
the
of
the
yields
apple
NW
Santa Fe county has the most to gain
and NW
less than 23,000,000 barrels, for exam- NE 4 NW
3 by harmony and much to lose by dis- be worth $100,000,000 yearly and the
21
Range
N,
20
Township
Section
pie, was only slightly in excess of one- sension at this time.
culture of the king of fruit will be the third of that for the years lS!itj and
E N M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
1900, and much less than the crop for
of intention to make final five year
"T wns cnrnritipH
to hpar nnnn rnnv chief industry."
land
to
the
claim
establish
to
he
where
of
1905, when the production reached a!
proof,
B9GSSSB
H. L. Moody,
Spokane,
t eanto kv Riri fnrmpr Anr-i-low figure. The fact that the pro- - j
above described, before Eliseo Lucero, ate
of
Chamber
of
the
member
a
A.
Mann
of
Edward
Justice
Albuis
N.
in
has aver-- ;
probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla,
"that my name had been merCe aml other organizations, said ductionbelowthe United States
1910.
barrels
in four;
30.000.ihjo
M., on the 26th day of August,
aged
at-mentioned in connection with the
'
,n &n a(ldress on "Apple Culture of the last five years alone should dis- -'
Claimant names as witnesses:
, tack
of
the
.
Morning
'
Albuquerque
at pel any thought of
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Cocpany
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de
, .
f and Irrigation m the Northwest
u t-t
'
t,i
Irri-a- s
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio
Economists
have
warned
the
Otero county. One report goes so far the first meeting of the Chicago
Denver Colorado.
all of Coyote, N. M.
repeatedly during the last quarter
to say that I was present when gation Association in the La Salle
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to Congress W. H. Andrews, ;tel ere the evening of July 28. Judge of a century of the failure to make
Register.
is alleged to nave oitereu over uie Charles F. Fishback was toastmasier. the sources of food supplies keep pace
telephone $1,500 to some one in Ala-- , jTr Moody added among other things: with the increases in population. They
have warned against the menace of '
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidmogordo, to defeat Fall. I was in
or"Federal and state engineers say ine
congestion in the larger cities, also,
ney nerves get weak, then these the California, when the newspaper war- depart-farrep0rts to their respective
200,-te- r
however, expressing the belief that
New
was inaugurated and it is a
A Xi BKRGEUE,
gans always fail. Don't drug
are
aproximaptely
there
or
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart
crisis toward which the world's
the
of
indifference
to
what
per-- ' onft 000 acres of undeveloped
arable
me,
make-shif- t.
Catron Block.
Santa Fe, N. M.
is leading may be
Kidneys. That is simply a
sonality is sent from Otero county to lands ln the United States west of the food problem
to
Druggists
known
n
Get a prescription
men versed in ag- averted by increasing the productive &m
. sit in the constitutional convention, 98th
ri,nM
tebua-tiveof the land or by extending
as
to
the
interest
that
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
capacity
except
'rt
,
every!
uuder
proper
that
u
ex.
p
i
. ,:.
. .1
i ait-al.
i.
ii
The Restorative is prepared
me agricultural
iiuvuutuea ui
DRizeu inas iu ine result, l am
uiuei
cultivation this area could be maae inside nerves. neither for or
weak
h
these
for
now
come
to
wi
fore
the
pressly
against at this time,
between 4,000,000,000 and 4,- irrigation modern
them
tillage has greatly
Strengthen these nerves, build tab- either Delegate W. H. Andrews, or produce
CO
bushels of wheat yearly, or proof that
500,000,000
E.
Restorative
Judge A. B. Fall, for the U. S. Senate, other crops in proportion. The settle- - increased the acre production as well
up with Dr. Shoop's
"W
quickly
see
and
but I do believe that personal ambi- ment
as the productive area, also showing
lets or liquid
of these lands would mean
Bur- tions should
SPRINGER, NEWMEXICO
be kept in check until
- that beautiful orchards mark the sites
help will come. Sold by Stripling
pop20,000,000
than
less
not
for
homes
statehood is secured.
Our first duty
rows Co.
nf added food of former barren deserts.
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
m ao
is to unite efforts to secure a good uwuou
has
movement of population
"The
under ditch, S40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
per
consequence,
supply, and, as a
to
nf
and
be
constitution
admitted
under
and highly improved, $60.00 to Slio.UU per acre, These are
TIME TABLE ALL
tha
it as a state. Then there will be plen manent prosperity.
homes ready for you.
ideal
,vin
a" a"c-'au'- c
The four northwestern states conLOCAL TRIANS ty of time to pass on personal ambi
-- ..u
.a
as ionows: iai
,
tv,
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
ootohHolimoTlt nf.
tions for preferment. It is to be re- tain Oi,aOt,U" acres,
o
Sii,-,'rov-erOregon,
93,806,080;
RANCHES
Montana,
conWe are prepared to iocate settlers on enteri
gretted that any dissensions should
RANCHES,
LARGE
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to
ment land. We have Irrigationmen are
Washington, prosperous towns andTrlahnproductive
5o,JbU,d-- u,
LARGE
Idaho,
360;
occur
now
AND
over
and
Oresron.
south
personal antagonism
Moneyed
,
capital.
whirmtm,
m
needing
&
AND
nect with No. 10 from the
prises,
ner
cem
r
ui
:
:
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SMALL.
44.241.000.
Less I LIian v
to correspond with us.
Invited
re- and ambitions.
above
Of
SMALL
semi-arithe
course,
east,
states
in
3
the
the
other
Montana
from
and
No.
west, also
farms and
LET US HE4R FROM YOU,
I refer to are as farse as they this land is occupied by
m.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,
west that never in history has
more than
not
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p.con- reports
is
total
the
population
are absurd."
there been such a widespread niove-- 1
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to
3,000,000 in an area of 397,700 square ment of homeseekers. Most of the set- also takes
of
nect with No. 1 west-bounacres
The Bernalillo County Democratic miles More than 50,000,000
d
passtiers to the northwest invaded unoc-- !
passengers for No. 2
Club
at a meeting at Albuquerque on this land is adapted to irrigation.
m. Returning
NEAT
6:30
lands, as others are
p.
cupied semi-ari- d
at
watering Lamy
evening adopted the follow Planted to apples and properly
and there successes are
today,
doing
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No. Tuesday
at
maturity
ing resolutions: "It is the sense of ed the minimum crop
cited as proof that these irrigated
l's connection only.
the Democratic club of Bernalillo would be a mater of 20,000,000,000 acres have
con
m.
to
been made highly produo
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p.
the
of
cent
40
per
county that the candidates of the Dem bushels, 'or about
tive by the practito of the principles
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-boun1909,
in
States
United
con
the
of
total crop
Return ocratic party for delegates to the
of modern irrigation. More than that,
an Nns 4 and 8
stitutional convention in this county when less than 22,000,000 barrels of
m.
11:10
P.
Fe
Santa
they show that the productive capacing arrive at
should be selected at a direct primary apples were harvested.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
ity of hundreds of thousands of acres
i
by the voters of the several precincts
"I mention these tacts mereiy
10:15
at
north
the
of
land under cultivation for years
for
Train leaves
and not by delegates to a convention, show the possibilities of the country;
been greatly increased and ena m.
has
under such rules and regulations for as proof that as gold was the strong
3:35
at
north
the
in value."
from
hanced
Train arrives
"i
the holding of said direct primaries magnet which sent me
m.
California
as will insure that such candidates across the continent to the
j
l.
New Mexico Central.
shall be the express choice of the coast in 1849, so today the apple is at- RIFLE COMPETITION SHOOT
m.
a.
7:30
at
ON LAS VEGAS RANGE.
Train leaves Santa Fe
Democratic voters of the county; that
thousands upon thousandsTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m. delegates pledged to the support of tracting
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PLAYGROUND FOR THOUSANDS.
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GUARANTEE OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY TO THE PEOPLE
OF NEW MEXICO.
The pledging of all delegates to the
elected
constitutional
convention,
from the ranks of the Republican
party, to the adoption of a safe, sound
and fundamentally simple constitution, which will guarantee and preserve to all the people of the proposed
new state all of their civil, political
and religious rights, and which shall
be sufficiently broad, expansive and
flexible to authorize and insure legislation necessary to secure the best
welfare of the people of all classes
and conditions.
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general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans monej on the most favorably terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells ''bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and fo;isrn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of mon-- y to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignment's of livestock 'and products.
Ihe bank executes a!! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in alt respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles f sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxe9 lor- real. The patronage of the
miolic is respectully solicited.
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talk to OUR MAN WHO KtSGWS, he v,ill be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flics, ard njthir.g else
you wish to know.

if you are

irout.

i
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Attorney General and Mrs. Frank
Clancy Arrived this afternoon from

V.
i
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mingo today.
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E. Talmage of Los Angeies, is at
the Palace.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prime has recovered from an attack of illness.
J. V. Burke of San Antonio, Texas,
is a sightseer registered at tdie Claire.
.iudge Edward A. Mann came up
from the Duke City 0n legal business

y
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Albuquerque.
Mrs. Romualdo Ortiz, of Capulin,
Colo., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Louis
E Alarid of this city.
Theodore G. Lemmon, Mark Lem-- j
ninn and William R. Hill, are sightseers here from Dallas, Texas.
Miss Rita V. Griffin of Greenville,
South Carolina, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Hugh F. DuVal on the south side,
j
Mrs. Hugh F. DuVal has returned
jfrom Luniberton, Rio Arriba county,
where she spent the past few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Guy Turley
.have returned from a horseback trip
to Velarde and La Joya, Rio Arriba

ou

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED sTJH HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

f

His Time is Yours

I

t'cr far

l

ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
you had that $200 and the Interest,
that chain would reach from New

.If 200 YEARS AGO one Of your
per cent compound Interest and
each dollar bill were a link in a chain,
:
Yoflt to San Francisco .'
if
our
bank you.
Money,grow in

at

5

'

will let It.

OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
consistent with safety.
IVUke

We pay liberal

interest

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

&

SURETY BONDS

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS1N BOTH
IMPROVED 'AKD UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
Ov G

v

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, ard everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices, Our prices are lower
than ever before.

He was a former resident of
Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Lavan and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Catron were
bound for the Santo Domingo dance
this morning.
Miss Helen Laughlin, daughter of!
Judge and Mrs. X. B. Laugtilin, left '
yesterday afternoon on a visit with
friends at Albuquerque.
Sister Mary Barbara of Santa Fe
has reached Pueblo, Colorado, to take
the position of mother superior of Lo-- ;
retto academy in that city.
District Attorney Alexander Read
coast.

REAL ESTATE

See

fjptail

county1.'
R. E. McKinley, of Morgantown, W.
Va., is at the Claire on his way to the

TRUST CO.

has returned to Tierra Amarilla, Rio'
Arriba county, after having attended
to important business in the capital.

our attractive list hefore buying.

WATSON & COMPANY

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take ud the Isaac Walton Fever.

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & UPPLY CO.
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Everything in Hardware.

i

Miss Adah Vaughn of Albuquerque
her friend Miss Belle
Sweet.
Miss Vaughn is one of the!
New Mexico teachers who attended
the N. E. A. at Boston.
Hugh F. DuVaul of this city is in
Florida, where he attended the fun- eral of his brother, Attorney.' Harvey
DuVal, and will also take the necessary steps for the settlement"; of the
estate left by his brother.
Mrs. George Cabot Ward, and her
brother Bronson Cutting, left early
this morning in their motor car for
Santo Domingo to see the corn dance,
They were accompanied by Carl Lo- tave, the artist, and former Governor
Miguel Otero.
Professor George Grant McCurdyof
the Yale Museum, who spent several
days in Santa Fe, and will attend the
summer school of American Archae- ology in the Rito de los Frijoles, 20
miles west of Santa Fe, spent today!
at Santo Domingo, 30 miles south of

is visiting

Santa Fe, New Mexico

and complete in every;
our assortment of flies is larger!
and more complete, ths.n ever.'

Our Line is all new

IVURKET REPORT

REMEMBER

j

St.

119 San Francisco

For full particulars call on or
address the above company

Pnone. Red Ko. 189

MONEY AND METALS.

New York, Au. 4. Call money 1
Mexprime paper 5
ican dollars 44; Amal. 62; Atch. 96
N. Y. C. 110
Reading 136
Steel 67
S P. 110
U. P. 1G1

j

j

2

j

ENTERPRISE TENT COTS
Furniture-Dis-

j

es-iattress-

es

Housb Furnishings

j

The

h

fagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment.

EXPERT EM B ALMERS

"

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

"

7--

3--

1--

1--

pfd. 115.

New York, An?. 4 Lead steady,
$4.404.50; copper easy, standard
spot $12.1012.20; Sept. $12.0512.10;
silver 52

j

Ostermoor

j

i

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.

Aug. 4. Wheat Sept.
102
Dec. 105.
Dec. 60
Corn Sept. 62
Dec. 38
Oats Sept. 36
Pork Sept. $21.50; Jan. $18.00.
Oct. $11.50.
Lard Sept. $11.62
Oct. $11.00.
Sept. $11.47
WOOL MARKET.
here.
j
St. Louis, Aug .4. Wool, steady;
The territorial superintendent of
public instruction, Professor J. E. territory and western mediums, 18
fine mediums, 1720; fine, 13
Clark, left at 8:30 o'clock this morn-- ' 23
for Santo Domin- 017.
ing in his Carter-ca- r
go to attend the dance which begins
LIVESTOCK.
at high noon. Accompanying Profes- 111.,
Aug. 4. Cattle Re- 'Chicago,
!son Clarke were Superintendent Clin'
4,000;
market, generally 10
ton J. Crandall. of the U. S. Indian'iceipts,
Beeves
cents higher.
$4.908.30;
Industrial School, and also of the
western
steers $3.505.60;
Texas
northern Pueblo Indians, the Rev. F. steers
and feedstockers
$4.006.25;
j W.
Pratt, Rupert F. Asplund and ers $4.00 6.25i cows and heifers $2.70
' Brian B Dunne nitv
editor nf the Snn.
6.60; calves $6.508.50.
ta Fe New Mexican.
j
Receipts, 15,000; market,
Sheep
A riQrt-ilziistle
loft vector.
nft Qarlfo
.
x,.
Native $2.60 4.60; western
strong.
ciay anernoon ior santo
jjomingo;
$4.505.75;
yearlings
where they pitched tents last night $2.754.60;
western
native
lambs
$4.507.00;
land will spend today seeing the festivities. In the party were Mrs. Nor- $4.507.15.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 4. Cattle
man L. King, chaperone, Miss Williams, Miss Susan Weltmer, Miss Receipts, 5,000, including 1,500 soutEthel Church, Roland Wittman, Mr. herns; market, 10 cents higher. Nasouthern
Burrows and Frank Ivey. Some of tive steers
$4.508.00;
them made the trip on horseback and steers $3.755.25; southern cows $2.75
the others in a three seated rig.
!4.25; native cows and heifers $2.25
6.75; stockers and feeders ?J.25Q)
CINCINNATI GAINED LESS THAN W0; bulls 2.VU)4.&u; caives o.ou
12 PER CENT IN 10 YEARS. 7.50; western steers $4.257.25; west
ern cows ?2.50S)4.5V.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. Cincin- - j
1
ac-Receipts, 8,000; market,
,Hogs
nati has a population of 364,463,
of sales $8.008.40;
Bulk
to
is
census
This
steady.
the
bureau.
cording
an increase of 38,561, or 11.8 per cent ; heavy $8.008.25; packers and"butchChicago,

111.,

j

3--

5--

j

1--

1--

j

j

I

DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
On us for Information if you are in
can be better equipped ;by us in the doubt as to the value of some toilet
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
matter of
.
tooth powder or any other toilet acSASH, DOORS AND BLINDS
We'll give it gladly and
cessory.
than by any other firm, and at a bet- honestly.
ter price too. Our goods will always
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
be found exactly as represented. Our
Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
reliability at all times is the founda- of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
tion of our reputation.' A- large stock form a
part of your vacation outfit. To
on hand. We would be pleased to get get the best, get them here.
YOUR BUILDINGS

you,--

order.

STRIPLING-BORROW-

Charles W. Dudrow

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
S

i

r

,

ers $8.108.40; light $8.208.45.
Sav-- i
Receipts, 2,000; market,
Sheep
ings Banks.
steary. Muttons $3.754.50; lambs
Washington, Aug. 4. The long es- - $6.006.75; fed wethers and yearlings
tablished passbook system used in 3.505.00; fed western ewes $3.25
ordinary saving institutions, will be 4 jo.
adopted for the government postal ;
savings banks. The committee that
PILLS
has been perfecting the plans for the CHICHESTER
KRANU.
A
postal banks had been considering
Ask your Orucift.Ht for
I,adt'ftl
lHumond HrundJ
t
what is known as the coupon system ;
lMIls in Ked and Hold metaltic
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribtion.
for postal bank deposits, but has now)
Take nn oilier. Bur of fonr
over 1900.
Ordinary Pass Books for Postal'

THIS SIMPLE TEST

j

THE GREATEST ENEMY
TO CLoTHEJ SATIS-

FACTION

COTTON.
COTTON HAS BEEN THE
CURSE OF THE CLOTHES
BUSINESS FOR FIFTY

YEARS.

BIG

AND LIT-

TLE MANUFACTURERS
HAVE BEEN UNABLE To
RESIST THE TEMPTATION TOCHEAPEN THEIR
BY CUNNING
OUTPUT

3J16TTJTES

THAT

COTTON PROVIDES
EVEN THE HONEST
DEALERS MAY BE VICTIMIZED BY THE FRAUD

GREAT PERFECTION HAS BEEN REACHED "IN
THE COTTON IMITATION. 1
THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF GETTING ALL
PURE WOOL. LOOK FOR OUR LABEL. WE
AGREE To FORFEIT A DOLLAR A THREAD
FOR EVERY COTTON THREAD FoUND IN OUR
ROYAL SAMPLES.
NO ONE HAS EVER DARED MAKE SUCH A
STATEMENToR PROPOSITION. THE RoYAL
TAILORS MAKE IT IN THEIR ADVERTISING
IN ALL AMERICA.
THE OTHER TEST IS THE WELL KNOWN
CAUSTIC SODA TEST. No OTHER TAILORS
IN ALL AMERICA WILL EVEN DISCUSS THE

TEST.

WE NOT ONLY DISCUSS IT BUT WELCOME IT.
PRICES FROM $ 18.00 To 40.00.

W.

ft

TOWNSEND & CO.

j

Wostian
Every
is uueresiea ana

FRESH?;E.GGS
CREAM
Telephone
MRS.

&
No

OtTO

MILK
148 Red

and

tMARVELWhjrlingSpray
aw ww vacriimi pyrin
ire
conven

yi obi
et
ient, it ciansea
iBtaotly.

RETSCH.

If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

euouia Know
about the wonderful

try

Ask yonr drtigfrtst tor It.
If be cannot supply toe
MARVEL, accept no
other, bnt send stamp foa
Illustrated book sealed. It flrlTM
foil particulars and directions In
valuable to ladies. MAKVEL CO.
K.
44 Eaat SSd Street. MEW 1

;

.

S

j

rlepidpfl

IMlilliliamtiW

tlhflt

while Vinvirnr anmA

nrl- -

vantages that system might produce
complications.

1A Hniir
..'1S:..

:.i.J!"."-- -

v

i- -

1

l?5.

rn DrnKfUt. AskforCIIM'lfKS.TFR
UIAMOND ltRAM FILLS for 2A

IS

years known as Best, Safest, Always KeliaMa
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R V.BOYLE Mirr.

AtsiSgte?.
Santa Fe Water

and

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARE SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every "day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and (White A'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded tn the orchard
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlnf ,
CL&REBDON

PODLTRY

YARDS

EGGS FOR HATCHING.

FlDbrir Qoriiro

VIRE UP THOSE! DARK PLACES

PANSY

PAY
Ml

mm

Call SifS Opetation

Light Company

f
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i
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Si. Louis Rocky

Company.

Railway

In effect March 1st 1910

(Read lown)
Mile

19

7 30
!f 8 20
If 8 35
f 8 50
'f 9 10
9 35
2

30
50

l.v

0
16

3 55
4 12

0

4 12

42
48

4

30
50

5J0
50"
08
35

f7 08
f7 18
7 35

KoehlerJunction

2

Koehler.

68"
76
82
82

iiColfax

Ar
Lv

SB
88
94

Ar

500
35
6
6

2

20

Oerrososo

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan

Tip)
22

5 00

f

apulin

Vigil
Thompson
Cuiiiiiiitrhum
v Clifton House N.M..LV
il.v
Ar
Raton, X. M
iArJttfloii House, N.M..LV
Lv. Olifton House N' M.Ar
.SPreston.
'
T
Ar
Lv

(Read

STATIONS
lies Moines. X. M...Ar
(

20
25
.si

4

ni00

FORTUNE OF MARQUISE
TIED UP BY MARRIAGE.

Palace.

French Lawyers Say it Will Take Five

Years to Distangle the Knots
W. Mackie, Edgar L. Hewett,
Caused By Marital Relations.
City; Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Henry, J. T.
W.
H.
TheoDenver
George,
Murray,
dore G. Lemmon, Mark Lemmon, WillSan Antonio, Texas, Aug. 4. Mar
iam R. Hill, Dallas; R. E. Hines, El quis Alfred Henry Schwab de Casa-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
21

HOTHL ARRIVALS
F.

Pacific

4 15

f 4 05
f 3 45
f 3 25
2 55
12

00

10 00
9 40

Jl1137
37

11 20
11 00
10 40

j

"id bT
$io id
Lv

Ar

Ute Park. N. M...Lv
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Not only is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, hut
the comfort and healthful condition its use produces makes it
Paso; Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque;
nova, a French noble, is in a tight of inestimable value to every expectant mother. Mother's
Willard Barrows, Chicago; Russell B. fix. Although he recently inherited the Friend relieves the
pain and discomfort caused by the strain
Thayer, Saginaw, Mich.; A. S. Fowler, sum of $200,000 from his mother, and on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction,
prevents ba
Chama; A. E. Still, F. Graham, Chi- his father, the Marquis Paul Edward ache and numbness of limbs, soothes the inflammation of the breast
glands, a
V.
J.
A.
H.
someFerguson,
cago;
Hays. Schwab de Hericourt, is worth
in every way aids in preserving the health and comfort of prospective motht
San Francisco; R. L. Robinson, Chi thing like $15,000,000 he may have
Mother's Friend is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating a
cago; K. raimage, Los Angeies; J. difficulties during the next five years
the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares the sysfr :
H. Hanks, Salt Lake
City; F. C. to meet his board bills. The mar expanding
for
baby's
coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold , :.
Mitchell, Denver; G. B. Wright, King- quis's troubles are all due to his hav
stores. Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
drag
man.
ing married against the wish of his
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, Gi
Claire.
lather a young Cuban girl, now the
V. J. Kenwood, D. J. McCarthy, T. Marquise Carmen Junco, and having
D. Cobbey, Denver; B. E. MeKinley, after a short period of married bliss
ot the country annually,
PRISONS BREED
and tt
Morgantown, W. Va. Julius Manett, deserted her in New York City. The
from ten to fifteen per cent of them
TUBERCULOSIS,
,
blame
not
Spiel-mandid
F.
S.
of
the
mother
.lake Croy, Albuquerque;
marquis
mive t.uuercuiosis, makes
the
her son to any extent for having marPueblo.
!em of providing special places
Twelve Thousand
Consumptives
for
to
and
Cuban
the
ried
prior
pretty
Gregg.
Penal Institutions of the
their treatment while they are con.1. C. McMichael.
Wichita, Kas.; E. her death slhe provided the young
fined a serious one. So important is
Country.
Por- couple with an inheritance of $200,000,
F. Freeman, Chicago; William
the problem that the Prison Associa- mar
the
ter, New York; H. C. Anderson, Ok- stipulating, however, that
That there are 12,000 tuberculosis tion of Xew York in
with
lahoma City.
quis should have certain authority in
in the state, federal and lo- - the State Charities Aid Association, is
prisoners
On
of
the
the disposition
money.
Coronado.
cal prisons and jails of the United preparing to inaugurate a special
Ross Liston, Tres Piedras; D. B. this wise provision the plans of the States, with less than 25 special insti- campaign for the prevention of tuber-tution- s
to
wrecked.
were
According
Richmond, Albuquerque; J. W. Burke, marquis
800
beds
and
for
their
culosis in the penal institutions of
hardly
San Antonio, Texas; Frank A. Salmon, the marquis, when interviewed in this treatment, are some of the charges me
state, and will seek to enlist the
raven-haireCuban
ihis
he
left
Dawson; J. H. Evans, Atchison, Kas.; city,
Association
for
the
made
National
co
of all prison physicians
by
operation
could
James belle, "because our tempairs
Mcintosh;
Joy Hammonton,
the Study and Prevention of Tuber- - and
societies in this
This
understand?"
nevaire
agree,
McGinness, E. S. Quinn and J. S.
is- work,
went to culosis in the following bulletin
case
the
the
marquise
being
Drake, City.
,
Mexico City to live with her broth- sued today.
husnoble
ers. Thither followed her
Inad 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min- band after he had discovered that she
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pink had no inclination to release her hold on an average about fifteen per centj
tne New Mexican of this date
Tablets. The formula is on the
on the fortune. By means of letters, of the prison population of the coun-Fro89tuberculosis.
On:
with
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist Marquis Alfred Henri lhad
afflicted
is
try
already
Col. Walter G. Marmon is in from
about this formula! Stops womanly tried his best to persuade her to this basis, out of the 80,000 prisoners
of
institutions
the
in
at the surveyor general's
housed
Laguna
claims
but
penal
pains
headache,
her
profound
surrender
anywhere.
pains,
United States at any giv-- , fice. He leaves for Taos countv to- Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for silence was the only thing he met.
n nnn
t ..... An
free trial to prove value, of his Head-- Growing desperate he decided to go to en time, not less man i.uuu aie m-- 1 morrow to enter upon a surveying
If the Phil- - contract.
mar-this
disease.
with
fected
j
ache, or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by Mexico City and plead with the
otner
pos.
insular
and
Islands
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince and Muse
Co.
too,
but
in
Burrows
this,
person,
quise
Stripling
hasjippine
have gone to attend the Santo
festivities. Governor Prince
joined them last night and goes
thence to Las Vegas this evening.
W. C. Wrigley, district attorney for
V
the Colfax district, is down from Ra4'
ton.
- - ,
;

9 42
9 25
8 55
f3 47
f8 37

9

8 20

'

ilDonnectswith K. P. & S. W. Ry, train Xo. 124 arriving in Kawson, N, M ai 6:15 p.
tConueets with K. P. &S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson X, M. at 9:55a. ru.
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston X. M.
U. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
NORTHBOUND:
SOUTHBOUND
No. 1, 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
No,2- 11. 11 p, in.;
&.
T.
F.
S.
Track connection with A.
Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, S. Ry. at
Des Moines K P, 9. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Raldy Black Lakes. Cerro, Rlizabethtowu. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Dally. fFlag, tDally except Sunday
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Ratun, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.

i
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

;

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern
System
8

The Best Route

-

-"

J

s

if

--

S--
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Charles Haspelmath is here from
Lamy hobnobbing with the county Democracy.
Charles Ilfeld, the popular and genial Las Vegas merchant, accompanied
by Mrs. Ilfeld, was visiting friends in
Santa Fe.
Hon. Pedro Jaramillo, a well known
and prominent citizen of Rio Arriba
county, is in the city on business before the district court.
Hiram Rivenburg, Sr., of Cambridge,
111., father of Grant Rivenburg, is here
on a visit. He is greatly charmed
with the gardens and orchards hereabouts and prophesies that fruit raising here is destined to be of rapid
growth and money making in its

r

East or West
t,i

i

II

For Rates aud full information address

I

...

j

k

I
I

EUGENE A. FOX,

g.f.&p. a.

1

El Paso Texas.

AN ENORMOUS WOOL CLIP

SUMMER

THE PUEBLO OF SANTO DOMINGO

TOURIST RATEsV

ft

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

S-- t-

jp
r

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

igm

AT

NEW MEXICAN BLDU.

"T

Or Union Depot.

i

LIVERY ST
Fine

ljjl

a

Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSS

Summer Resorts
That Ojo Calienta Waters ARE BEST;
it is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there wbila it is cool? REMEMBER "What 'cures
YOU KHOW

For rates, address. Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.
will prevent"

proven to be in vain. The only aveMUST FIRST FINISH
SCENIC HIGHWAY. nue now open to the marquis is to
bring suit for divorce in the French
in
Then Santa. Fe, Las Vegas and Upper courts. Before he has succeeded
Ihe
manner
in
this
his
Become
Will
liberty
Pecos
getting
Playground
will not be able to separate the claim
for Texas.
W. Goodrich Jones of Temple, Tex- of the marquise from his inheritance.
as, who spent several weeks at the Lawyers, whom the marquis has conWindsor ranch ou the upper Pecos, sulted, say that it will take at least
'.uiles northeast of this Ave years to bring the case to a contwenty-fiv- e
in describing the clusion and that a great deal of monenthusiastic
is
city,
glories of the upper Pecos and the ey will go to cover the costs of the
forest reserve. He has summered in suit, the marquise 'having, according
Switzerland and other famous resort to French and Mexican law, the privicountries of Europe; has .spent sea- lege of paying all costs from the insons in the Adirondacks, in the Colo- heritance of Alfred Henri. To make
rado mountains, in California, in Mex- matters worse his father, the Marquis
ico, but he says the upper Pecos is de Hericourt, has taken unto himself
superior to tlhem all in scenery and in another wife, a girl of .some twenty
climate. Before he came, people said summers.
to him: "What do you want to go to
New Mexico for? It is beastly hot up THIS LAW HARD ON
MOVING PICTURES.
there!" and he was astounded to find
Santa Fe and the upper Pecos cooler
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 4. As the
than Denver and Colorado Springs
are. He predicts that as soon as the result of the agitation created by the
it
Santa Fe has completed the cut-of- f
exhibition in this state of
is building to Texico, Curry county, proposed
Jeffries-Johnso- n
fight films, the
that the million people of southwest- the
In special
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and
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from Santa Fe and Las Ve- bank robberies, executions of men
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gas, to the Pecos. Mr. Goodrich left and women, lynchings, and scenes of
today for Chicago to attend the an immoral nature. Only two votes
against the passage of the bill are
Knights Templar conclave.
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LARGEST EVER RECORDED.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 4. What
is believed to be the largest individual
wool clip ever recorded in this state,
DANCE TAKES PLACE TODAY.
was put on the market a few days
ago by Charles Schreiner, one of the
biggest sheep ranchers in southwest
sessions were taken into consideration Texas. The
clip exceeded a million
the number would be much larger. pounds and was
sold to a Boston,
Some of the prisons of Pennsylvania, Mass., firm. This
year's wool and mo
Kansas and Ohio show such shocking hail.
ln southwest Texas
productioa
1
cuiiuiuoiw wuu reieieuce iu muei-- win not be fer g,hort Qf i0000,000
culosis that many wardens admit that
a
pound
being the best in near,
these places of detention are death (jecade.
traps. Similar conditions could be
.
found in almost every state, and in . WpnV. onln ch .. rpa . m
the majority of eases tihe only sure Na 4 or Women
tells of Dr
remedy is the destruction of the old .
,
buildings and the erection of new
soothing,
healing, antiseptic supposiones.
tories, bring quick and certain help.
e
twenty-onfifteen
in
Only
prisons
The Book is free. Address Dr. Shoop,
states and territories have provided Racine, Wis.
Stripling Burrows Co.
special places for the treatment of
their tuberculous prisoners. These in
stitutions can accommodate, however, CHEAP
ROUND TRIP
of
only 800 patients. In three-fourth- s
the major prisons and in practically
RATES
all the jails of the country the tuberculous prisoner is allowed freely to
TO ALL POINTS VIA
infect his fellow prisoners. When the
congregate mode of prison life is considered, the danger of infection bef1
comes greater than in the general popMBX1CQ
UG
ulation. New York and Massachusetts
are the only states where any systeEffective June 2nd, 1910
matic attempt has been made to transto
CITY $74.05
all
one
tuberculosis
ATLANTIC
fer
prisoners
l

rra

central institution.

ASBURY PARK
BOSTON

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

$73.70

$77.95
$50.35

$6035
$44.60
$35.35

$44.35
$75.15

12 Hour

DAYLIGHT TRAINS
BETWEEN

Santa Fe &E1 Paso
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
a. m. Daily.

i,

riiv-.-'- '

T'-y-- -

s:;iui

-ut

For information regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. call

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

Jai-al-

If you are ln neeft of anything, trj
a New Mexican Want Ad.

pris-

The fact that 100,000 prisoners are
discharged from the jails and prisons

WANTS TOO MUCH.

basque-jai-ala-

The largest

on tuberculosis hospital is In Manila,
where accommodations for 200 prisoners are provided. The next largest
is Clinton Prison hospital in New
York, which provides for 150.

BULL FIGHTER

San Antonio. Texas, Aug. 4. Bom- bita the famous Spanish matadore
who had been counted upon to lend
clamor to the coming centennial celebration of Mexico's independence, has
refused to fight in the Mexico City
corrida for the princely salary offered
him. Antonio Fuentes, another celebrity of the bull ring, with about
twelve others of the best matadores
has signed on, but owing to his exorbitant demands It will not be possible to have him give more tflian a
few performances.
An entertainment which will prove
of the greatest interest to the many
visitors which will throng the capital
during the festival, is the
or pelota. The best players have
been secured for this sport, among
them Navarette, Edea and xlberdi.
is enjoyed principally by
those wo do not care for the sanguinary exhibitions of the bull arena.
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CHURCH AT SANTO DOMINGO.

L. H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
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Pecos Forest Reserve.
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Department of the Interior,
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U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
cure for hearts you could get a good
By Temple Bailey
July 12, 1910.
practice up there In the dormitory."
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and horrid "
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at
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Northway, beginning to hunt
Crestlno RIbera, Manuel Sandoval,
all, the love of the lover for the hater.
Jn the litter on her writing desk.
mooning."
woman who shares his life."
Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal,
"Not that any one has blighted his
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by tb
Mazie laughed. "Well, they are old
"What is it. anyway?" asked Jack, all of Pecos, N. M.
Harriet was thrilled by the way he young life," she went on, "but. you
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
enough, aren't they?" she demanded. said it. His wife must be a happy Bee, Dr. Harper is so devoted to his without looking up.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
"This is their senior year."
woman she thought.
"The Creek letters of your fraterwork that he has had no time for
Register. Michael. Real Estate.
"Yes. they are old enough," Harriet
He thinks women merelv nity were in the corner. It hail been
She said as much to Miss Flick, the frivolities.
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ed. "I knew If we told them to pre- J was somewhat surprised to observe
Harriet's eyes came open with a
pare to hate each other they'd fall in beside each plate a small dish reMORE SIGHTS TO SEE
sembling a butter chip, but a triffe
Bnap.
love!"
Expansion.
"I've got to get back," she said,
larger. Now individual butter chips
Is
a
'em
mumbled
both
"Serves
wife
"So your
right!"
suffragette?"
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
wHh decision.
Phelps, with his mouth full of hard-- , are somewhat of an Innovation on the
"Yes," answered Mr. Meekton.
I thought, the good people
The doctor laughed a mellow laugh
farm,
but,
boiled
to
want
she
vote?"
does
egg.
"Why
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
are putting on a few frills on my acthat Harriet liked.
"1 don't think Henrietta really deto
here
are
for
So
count
I
to
ten
"You
going
stay
butter
helped myself
sires to vote. She's merely tired of
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
Clev r.
and placed It on the small dish.
da ys."
to me. She wants a larger
talking
Official
to
clue
that
Postal
Any
I
disso
"But they won't allow It the facul- and more intelligent audience."
had
done
I
when
Scarcely
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
mysterious murder?
covered I was In wrong very wrong.
ty, I mean the girls have to be in the
Detective
I've
sir.
arrested
Yes,
Each member of the family, as if In reMORE PLEASURE FOR ALL
dormitory every night."
d
all the living members of the family. buke of
An
Archaeologist.
"I telephoned up to the college," the
to
my
Ignorance,
proceeded
Official Glorious! What evidence
I wonder what these figures sig- pour his coffee Into his saucer, then
doctor said, "and they are going to'
have you?
REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
the
said
to
teachers
professors.
the
with
of
nify?"
one
stay
hie cup In the little dish, began
send
of Getting
them
When
accused
Detective
I
carvea
or
Tnose
I
to sip from the saucer with a long
von.
Write the SecretaryJfo preralumllsts!'orZotherZinformatlon
representations
the murder some of 'em turned white
He had a way with him that seemed ' fighting men?"
eybllant
JOHN B. McMANVS
O'RIELLY,
some
we
all
red.
and
Now,
E.
turned
J.
to settle things, and Harriet found I "Yes."
"I suppose my lack of table manners
President.
Secretary.
to
do
color
is
out
find
have
which
to
hold
of
"Oh, you've probablj gotten
is the talk of the country side out
herself acquiescing meekly.
means
guilt
'Well, I'm glad it's one of the some prehistoric sport page."
there." Pittsburg Times-Gazett-

!

Came to Harriet
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Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
price, McConvery 415 Palace Ave.
is
the
Something Worth Seeing
Hidden Hand, at the Elks' tonight
Enjoy a Big Laugh at the Wooing
and Wedding of a Coou at the Elks'
tonight.
Train Late Again Santa Fe train
Xo. 10 from the south was more than
three hours late again this afternoon.
Friday Evening's Dance The dance
for August of the Woman's Board of
Trade will be given tomorrow evening
at Library hall.
Birth of Daughter Mr. and Mrs.
Ireneo Delgado of Hillside . avenue,
are rejoicing over the bath of a

GROCERY AND BAKERY
8

WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
ALL KINDS OF FRESH
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc etc.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DO NT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
27V

Phone

I

ft.

daughter this morning.

I' OUR LEMOX PIES.

F. ANDREWS

Love and Law will take you back
to your old school days once more.
See it at the Elks' tonight.
Guild Meeting The Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
with Mrs. W. S. Harroun, Friday afternoon at 2:30.
Change of Program at the Elks'
tonight. All subjects good ones. Love
and Law; The Hidden Hand; and the
Wooing and Wedding of a Coon. Show
at 8 sharp.
Woman's Aid Society The Woman's Aid Society of the First Presbyterian church will meet at the home of
Mrs. E. F. Wittman tomorrow afternoon at 2:!!0 o'clock.
Electric Motor for New Mexican
A three horse power electric motor
for the New Mexican's battery of linotypes was installed today by Manager
Frank Owen of the Santa Fe Water
and Light Company.
Spain Will Send a Delegate Word
was received from Dr. E. McQuesn
Gray of Albuquerque,
foreign corre-- l
spondent of the Eighteen National Ir-- !
rigation Congress at Pueblo, Colo.,
that Spain would have a delegate at
the congress.
El Paso is Roasting
The United
States weather bureau at El Paso
reported a temperature of 101 degrees
yesterday. The maximum tempera-- j
ture for July averaged 94.4 the hottest
since l!i0;'.. Street thermometers fre- -

Pile K. 1

TH IS
WEEK
ONLY
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$2.50

$3.50

$3.00

$4.00

$4.50

$5.00

IMPORTED RAZORS aslowas
fine
razors

ign

1000
will be placed on sale this week as lowas 07c. each.
imported
nese razors are trom one ot the le.initioin 11,0 rT.,;f
imnnrt.re f
CO" of NewYork City.
CUTU-KSfB,JHS.M-goods Wesecured
Theyare
abigstockataridiculousfitrure.whichputs
us in a position 10 oner vou tlie tollowinpa 11
emnHant ne.rt.r i,if ti.
The
assortment comprises all of the following well known makes :
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107
Your choice
4"
I or any ot
S
! .
lowis No. IOi
...
i.
?
ttic-;Brandt no. IOO
..u.ioncioirajripoixo. i i
a svoger.
Blue Steel No. 117 J 12.50 Razors
naior 1x0. .10
Also a few ver hich nrirrH rnnrc
ticlt. ' oitfl plotmp.
etely finished, to goat half price.
"CM
I
3.50 Brandt No. 113, $1.77
No. 112,11.97 ! $4.50 Brandt No. 1 10, $i.47
feBgpsffll Brandt s Best No. 119,
price
ourprice $2.97 aacu
razors are tull hollow cround.$5.00,
and set readv iot use.
Ve will also place on r.ale 10CO of the
1

S

high-grad- e

BRA-N"D-

T

1

e

"J'

97,

Iiin-til.-

T

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

RAZOR STROPS

G

Our Price 970 each

'

Vertited everywhere at $2.00
The Brandt
Razor Sfrop is the best razor stroo on the
market
Theonly razurst:..p in the world that hoiies ar.d
strops your razor at the same time and enables vou to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can rive. The Brandt telf.
honing Kazor Strop will put a keener edire'ou a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor
GUARANTEKD newr to become hard or glossy. Special strop.
: a $2.00 Brandt Saftv Rszor and
Brandt Shaving Erujh for 9c. cash. K&1X, ORDli&S
g

j

StliE.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.

ls

$2.00 Razor Hoses 97c.
Mail Order

Hoi ton was knocked down but despite
a severe nervous shock, was otherwise
Telephone and telegraph
uninjured.
wires were prostrated.
Southwestern Shops Resume Active
Work Tuesday morning marked the
return to work of nearly 500 men who
have been laying off from the El Paso
& Southwestern shops at El Paso, The
all
(lav off, which included nearly
shop workers, is an annual affair,
coming at a time when there is prac-- j
ticilly no work to do.
Allen Block Sold The Allen block,
a three story, building located almost
in the center of Bisbee, Arizona, has
been sold to Dr. G. P. Floyd, of Lone
of
Oak, Texas, for a consideration
It is said that besides the
payment of considerable cash the
deal involves real estate located in
Dallas, Texas. It was built by Lafe
Allen formerly of the Las Vegas Op-
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Froze to Death in

Arizona

Frozen

with the thermometer at 105
in
the shade, was the fate of
degrees
a homeless at Haricopa station, on
the Arizona desert. A carload of ice
had been unloaded on the depot platform and covered with a heary taru: death

paulin. The man seeking a place to
sleep and to escape the terrific heat,
crawled beneath Hie tarpaulin, where
iie was found the next morning, frozen
stiff.
Clifton Suffers From Severe Storm
One of the heaviest storms that has
visited Clifton, Arizona, was accompanied by a vivid electric display that
was almost incessant. The wind did
Roofs were
considerable
damage.
torn off, fences and trees blown down
and windows broken. The grandstand
at the ball park was partially wrecked. The lightning struck the wires
in several places in South Clifton and
the east side.
Minors Cannot Have Liquor The
hoard of town trustees of Las Cruces,
passed an ordinance providing a pen- alty of $100 and 90 days in jail or both
for anyone convicted of selling or giving minors intoxicating liquors. It further provides that any saloonkeeper
permitting liquor to be drunk on his
premises by minors will be subject to
a forfeiture of his license and may
not obtain another for five years there
quenliy registered 110.
after.
San Miguel County Loses in As-- ;
Artesian Water at Alamogordo
sessed Valuation The assessment of Drillers for the ice
company at AlaSan Miguel county is $4,004,720, a loss
one stratum
mogordo
through
passed
of $197,712, from last year. Owing to
!of water at 25 feet, and at 60 feet
the lowering of the tax rate by the
they struck, in coarse gravel, a heavy
territory, the tax duplicate will be flow of water which rose in the pipe
$14,279.57 less than last year.
to witihin three feet of the surface.
A Political Feud is Aired
A feud,
This is true artesian water, even
en-the outgrowth of years of political
' though it does not flow out on the
roity, was a'red in Magistrate Stone's surface of the ground. The pumping
court at Trinidad, Colo., when Jose cost is reduced to almost nothing
Romero was fined $25 on the charge when the water rises this
way. The
of assaulting Torbio Gonzales. The strike is of immense importance
to
pair are political leaders at Trin-cher- Alamogordo and that entire vicinity.
and bad blood is said to have
Found Dead in the Sand Fred An- existed between them several years. derson, a Swede, whose home is
to (have been at Sac City, la.,
Struck By Lightning at Tucumcarl
During an electrical storm a bolt was found dead at Nara Visa, Quay
which hit a shade tree in the south county. The cause of his death is
part of Tucumcari, severely shocked given as consumption. His body was
several nearby residents. Mrs. Tom found at evening by a milk woman,
j
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sup-pose- d

i

and is supposed to have lain all day
in the hot sun. His relatives are unknown, but he is thought to have been
from an influential family. He was
supposed to have been worth several
thousand dollars, as he had loaned several large sums of money, although
his life here was little less than that
of a hermit. If ihis friends are not
found, he will be buried here.
The Weather The maximum temperature yesterday did reach 80 degrees in the shade but it dropped to
5S degrees last night.
The relative
humidity at 6 p. m. yesterday was 47
per cent. The precipitation was just
of an inch. A year ago tomaximum
the
day,
temperature was
73 degrees and the minimum
56
There were showers and thunder storms with precipitation of .17
of an inch. For tonight and tomorrow
local thunder showers are predicted.
Spence Not Hanged Frank Spence,
convicted of the murder of Edgar Sullivan in 1908, w;as not hanged today
at Prescott, Ariz, Governor Sloan having commuted his sentence to life imSpence was a schoolprisonment.
mate of Bishop Talbot of the Methodist church, and Governor Shaffroth, of
Colorado. Former Governor Francis
and Stone of Missouri, are friends of
the Spence family, and it is understood they used their influence for
clemency with Governor Sloan.
one-tent-

h

de-gre-s.

DENVER PIANIST ELOPES
WITH PHILADELPHIA HEIRESS.
Romance Which Promises to End Happily for All Parties Concerned in it.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 4. Married In
London, England, July 5, Francis Hendricks, pianist, of Denver, Colorado,
and Helga Katrina Ronne, heiress, of
Philadelphia, Pa.
Therein lies the story of a romantic elopement, of stern parential objection on the part of the girl's parents, carrying with it a threat of being
cut off without even the proverbial
shiiling, from a large fortune; of a
supposedly broken engagement with
a California girl by the handsome and
dashing young Colorado pianist, now
risen to world fame, and, lastly, of a
plan of the happy couple to come to
this city, where society has welcomed
the bridegroom with open arms, and
to open a studio here.
Romantic looking
young Francis
Hendricks, handsome as the ideal
musician should be, who was in Denver just last fall on a concert tour,
and repeated the triumphs tlhat he
tasted here as a mere boy, was generally believed to be prince of the
heart of a "well known California girl.
Trans-Atlanti- c

many a girlish heart to thrill
words and looks, and many a i
ly face to beam at his approac'
principal in a romantic elopemt
And the thought that he is
ing his bride, who flung aside t
vor of financial fortune for h
ented lover, to Denver, has caus

Emil Ronne, who has a horn
Brussels, and is even better knov
the continent than in America, s
ed and fumed when he found tlu
daughter had married Hendricks.
immediately commenced a hara
about disinheriting her, but the H
are billing and cooing in London,
ing no attention to his rage.
They met in England, and it w
case of love at first sight. The i
nes trouped to Paris, leaving T
dricks behind in London mourning
his sweetheart. With infinite tact
discretion, and no little feminine s
s!he laid a plan to return to Lone ...
ostensibly on a pleasure jaunt. Her
father consented, not stopping to think
of the young pianist or if he did
think of him, !he decided that there
was nothing serious' between his
daughter and the musician, because
she had been wooed hy men of titles
and fame and fortune, and the idea
that she would for an instant regard
the advances of a youth like Hendricks was not worthy of consideration.
a musician?"
"A Ronne
marry
Pouf!" said old Emil.
So Miss Ronne traveled to London,
accompanied by a younger brother
and a nurse.
Soon after arriving in the English
city she conveniently "lost" the brother and nurse. The next the Ronne
family heaTd of their beloved daughter
she was Mrs. Francis Hendricks. And
then the parental storm broke.
:

"Not a dollar!" raged the father.
nickel!"!
But the Hendricks merely smiled
and continued looking into each other's eyes.
is
Helga Katrina
That
described as a. beautiful girl.
her husband is handsome Denver society will unanimously agree. She is
18 years old, and has been carefully
reared and educated.
Hendricks is about 26, and the son
of Mrs. R. A. Hendricks of 1508 Emerson street. He has become one of
the world's greatest concert pianists
in the opinion of critics, and has a
still greater future. His talent was
recognized in Denver, when he lived
here five years ago, and he has made
good every prediction.
The young couple are now preparing to come to this city, and Hendricks will open a studio here. The
are immensely wealthy, and
Ronnes
shatWhether that engagement was
father will retered previously to his meeting Helga It is believed that the
to
cut off the
Ihis
threat
consider
Emil
Ronne, daughter of rich old
Hendrickses
Rone of Philadelphia, or whether he daughter. Meantime the
have
not
do
enough
because
care,
they
tJhe
he
found
simply put it aside when
,
to live on.
his
real
considered
he
destiny
girl
Among other notable connections,
is not known. In any event, Denver
of
society was decidedly surprised when Mrs. Hendricks is a granddaughter
of
famous
the
family
Cope
the
young
that
learned
good looking
it
master of the piano, who had caused
"Not: a
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SUMMER
SALE

TOMORROW

H

Ronne-Kendrick-

OUR

At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the pricea good generous
slice of it to pay for doing the carrying
over.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.

-

-

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

We have a good many things here that have not been
sold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter
with them; they're just as good as those we have sold

through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell
and we are going to doit. They're all things that you want

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
Marx clothes from
experience, you can get a line on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know xhem and it will not cost you much.
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx Dame in clothes
means you do not n?ed to be told waat this sale represents.

Suits now
"
"
"
"
"
"

If you haven't known Hart Schaffner

$22.50
$25.00
$20.00
$17.50

'

little excitement.

WE WILL
BEGIN

Hart Schaffnsr & Marx Clothes

i

'

&

This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.
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